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Decarbonization in the shipping industry could be achieved through technical and operational strategies such as Energy

Saving Devices (ESDs) to reduce the fuel consumption of new and existing ships. According to the makers, ESDs can

optimize fuel efficiency by up to 15%. Researchers review the current literature on stern hydrodynamic ESDs, which are

mainly used on typical merchant vessels, i.e., bulkers, tankers, and carriers. 
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1. Introduction

Regarding new ship-building, since 2013, there has been in force the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) defined by

the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC), an IMO committee, that prescribes a reduction of exhaust GHG

for all vessels over 400 gross tonnes (GT) . This is a measure that helps the industry, during the design phase, to decide

which technologies should be installed on a specific ship. However, as every vessel is characterized by having a long

lifespan (up to thirty years), the replacement of engines will only happen in the long run. As ship-owners are interested in

minimizing the downtime of their vessels, fitting highly efficient propellers and rudders and/or equipping them with

stationary flow-directing devices, generally called Energy Saving Devices (ESDs), can represent one of the most cost-

effective solutions to meet the regulations and improve the ship efficiency.

These regulations do not apply only to new ship-building; recently (June 2021), there has been issued by MEPC the new

ship energy efficiency index, i.e., Energy Efficiency Existing Ships Index (EEXI) , which covers all the existing vessels

above 400 GT. In more detail, ships whose current attained EEXI does not comply with the reference value shall undergo

any measure to improve their efficiency. On average, bulk carriers, tankers and container ships notably operate between

11 knots and 14 knots, or between 38% to 50% of their Maximum Continuous Rating (MCR). This is well below the engine

loads that would be allowable under the EEXI, which range from 65% to 77% MCR . In this operative rating, the Specific

Fuel Consumption of Diesel Engine is far from its optimum; as a consequence, the fuel consumption and emission are

very high.

To efficiently reduce ship speed or CO , thus giving a heavy impact, the EEXI should be able to codify current operational

efficiency gains due to slow steaming, rather than further reducing ship speed . Introducing an EPL (Engine Power

Limitation) can easily limit the maximum engine power to an optimal range, without any invasive intervention. Another

option to comply with the EEXI requirement is to apply ESD, obtaining an increase in the reference speed (V ) at the

same power level, where V  is the reference speed estimated at reference engine power (generally 75% of MCR) and a

certain draught of the vessel (scantling draught) . The advantages of the implementation of ESD on the attained EEXI

value are mainly related to the compliance of the IMO rules without applying EPL or even reducing the EPL applied on the

main engine with undebatable commercial advantages for the “charter-ability” of the vessels.

In general, with the expression ESDs, a broad spectrum of devices can be included, but the purpose of the present

analysis is to investigate the typical hydrodynamic ESDs applied on commercial vessels. These ESDs are mainly focused

on reducing the amount of propeller energy losses in the water flow i.e., rotational, or axial losses. The consequence is an

equal amount of thrust for the lower engine power, thus yielding lower fuel consumption, and consequently lowering the

carbon dioxide emissions. Various types of ESDs have been developed since the energy crisis in the late 1970s and can

be applied to existing vessels by means of refitting or can be applied from the early design stages of new vessels.

The ESD, which may also be referred to as stationary flow directing devices, are usually located near the propeller. They

vary in position and may be located behind the propeller, on the propeller, or on the rudder. The objective of designing

these devices is to improve losses in the ship’s wake and rotational losses in the slipstream. These goals can be achieved

by the duct and fins. The history of ESD is explained in more detail in the text.
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2. Typical ESD Features

The ESDs can be divided by three locations of installation, according to the energy-saving device’s working principle, or to

what energy losses they try to minimize. These can be positioned either ahead of the propeller fixed to the ship’s hull, or

behind, fixed either to the rudder or the propeller itself. Some devices have conflicting operational functions, but these

three categories are very useful to broadly group the various devices. In the present paper, devices located astern of the

propeller are principally considered. These devices operate in the final stages of the growth of the hull’s boundary layer .

As declared by Schuiling , the form of each ESD should be defined only by clarifying its specific design function, i.e., its

working principle and what it must do to reduce the power demand.

2.1. Pre-Swirl Stator (PSS)

The CFD analyses have shown that a set of fins astern the propeller generates a pre-swirl which positively affects the

propeller efficiency. The PSS consists of blades mounted on the stern boss in front of the propeller so that the flow is

redirected before entering the propeller disc.

It does not save energy on its own nor create a forward thrust; for really it increases the resistance, but its interaction with

the propeller blade improves the propulsive efficiency and results in a power reduction.

Joint research by HSVA, MARIN, Wartsila, Bureau Veritas, Vicus DT, and IMAWIS , validated the numerical results of a

bulk carrier sailing at 16 knots with and without a PSS device and found a good performance improvement.

Research works to validate the real effect of energy-saving devices are carried out as a form of Joint Industrial Project

(JIP). For example, LeanShips by MARIN and Wärtsilä was the context for testing a pre-swirl stator combined with a

controllable pitch propeller (CPP) on a single-screw ship .

Furthermore, Dang et al.  worked on a pre-duct with a stator, whose combination of accelerating effect (by the duct) and

the swirl (by the stator) contributes to increasing the kinetic energy of the nominal wake field. In some conditions, instead

of the assumed pre-swirl function, the stator in the duct may convert some rotational energy of the ship wake flow into net

thrust (acting as a post-stator) .

Recently, Nadery et al.  highlighted that the application of PSS can increase the thrust and torque propeller coefficients.

2.2. Pre-Swirl Duct (PSD)

One of the most widespread circular ducts is marketed by Becker Marine Systems GmbH & Co. (Hamburg, Germany)

under the trademark Mewis duct  and consists of a wake equalizing duct combined with an integrated pre-swirl fin

system, thus reflecting two operating conditions:

The first pre-duct principle, published by Van Lammeren in 1949 , promoted a duct ahead of the propeller, whose

axis is above the shaft so that it guarantees a more equalized propeller inflow;

The contra-rotating propeller principle, known since 1824 , is based on a fin system within the duct to reduce

rotational losses in the slipstream .

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the upstream ducted ESDs. The first commercial one is the Mitsui Integrated Duct

Propeller (MDIP) by Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding (Tokyo, Japan) which is an annular steel nozzle, located

immediately in front of the propeller and is slightly non-axisymmetric. Almost simultaneously, the Hitachi Zosen Nozzle

(HZN) by Hitachi Zosen Corporation (Osaka, Japan) was developed. Its design is almost equal to the MIDP, except for a

larger deviation from the axisymmetric condition .
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Figure 1. Pre-swirl ducts over the years.

Mewis Ship Hydrodynamics has developed the well-known PSD in cooperation with Becker Marine Systems GmbH & Co.

Additionally, Becker Marine Systems GmbH & Co. has patented a twisted fins system, whose nozzle ring is significantly



smaller than that of the Mewis duct  and has a flat profile with a much lower drag .

The idea of Van Lammeren was considered in 1984 by Schneekluth to invent the Schneekluth Wake Equalizing Duct

(WED), and in 1997 by Sumitomo Heavy Industries to build the Sumitomo Integrated Lammeren Duct (SILD).

The WED consists of two half-ring ducts, which are fitted to the hull in front of the propeller. The SILD is geometrically

similar to the MIDP, but instead of being fitted directly to the hull, it is mounted using struts and located eccentrically for

the propeller shaft.

In 2007 a Semi-Circular Duct was launched by IHI Marine United, very similar to the SILD but with a semi-circular design

instead of a circular one. F. Mewis and H. Peters in 1986 proposed a novel fin system (SVA Fin system) to decrease the

rotational losses . Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering (DSME) has been manufacturing for decades Pre-Swirl

Stator fins asymmetric and symmetric (Lee et al. ). The background history of Mewis duct  and Becker twisted fins  by

Becker Marine Systems GmbH & Co. (Hamburg, Germany) is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. History of Mewis duct  and Becker twisted fins  (Becker Marine Systems GmbH & Co. KG, Hamburg,

Germany) .

Several authors  have performed simulations over the JAPAN Bulk Carrier (JBC), while other

researchers  have considered the general cargo carrier REGAL. Both these vessels have a U-shape hull that tends

to have a relatively steep transition from the mid-ship section to the stern, and commonly suffer from the intensive bilge

vortex in the wake field. Such non-uniform axial distribution of velocities generates axial losses in the flow, whose

recovery is ensured by fitting a circular duct behind the stern.

Terwisga  tried to define the working principles of the PSDs. He first explained that to obtain a power reduction, there

are essentially two options:

Enhancing the propeller efficiency.

Improving the propeller-hull interaction, to require less thrust.

Given the amount of literature about different ESDs, some researchers have been engaged in a sort of design challenge.

Nowruzi et al.  highlighted the need for a sort of guidelines to design the geometrical parameters and position of the

pre-swirl ducts independent of the inflow pattern.
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2.3. Post-Swirl

The concept of a device located after a propeller assumes that the slipstream of a propeller has an annular shape. As

contraction effects tend to leave an area of stagnant flow behind the hub, it is worthwhile to fill this area with a body. The

post-swirl devices include several examples such as:

Propeller Boss Cap Fins (PBCF). The PBCF (Figure 3), originally developed by Mitsui OSK, consists of small fins

attached to the boss cap fixed to the propeller. It recovers energy from the propeller hub vortex. The number of fins is

the same as that of the propeller blades . A study by Katayama et al.  included a list of typical profiles of general

propeller caps and a specific propeller cap (contraction type) with fins (namely called ECO-Cap). The authors found an

increase in the total efficiency due to the ECO-Cap was predicted by CFD and confirmed by the model test. The ECO-

Cap prevents, as expected, the generation of the hub vortex. It is expected that this phenomenon makes the hub

vortex weak, providing an overall improvement of about 1.28%. The PBCF performances are usually evaluated at the

model scale.

Hub Vortex Vane (HVV). The HVV, jointly developed by SVA Postdam and Schottel, is a small vane propeller fixed to

the tip of a cone-shaped boss cap. It may have more blades than the propeller .

Grim Vane Wheel. The Grime Vane Wheel is a freely rotating device located behind the propeller, and it is composed of

a turbine section inside the propeller slipstream and a propeller section (vane tips) outside the propeller slipstream. It is

even called “Grimsches Leitrad” and was first developed by Otto Grim. Its main function is to extract energy from the

propeller slipstream in the turbine portion and convert this energy into additional thrust in the propeller portion. The

vane wheel became unpopular after several reports of mechanical failures, most notably for the cruise ship Queen
Elizabeth 2 in 1986. A joint project between Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) and Det Norske Veritas (DNV) restored its

reputation by developing a modern vane wheel supported on the rudder .
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Figure 3. Post-swirl devices: PBCF .
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